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Essays On The American Civil Rights Movement
Bruce Catton, Charles P. Roland, David Donald, and T. Harry Williams Edited, with a New Preface, by Grady McWhiney
With a New Introduction by Joseph T. Glatthaar During the Civil War centennial, four eminent scholars of the conflict -Bruce Catton, Charles P. Roland, David Donald, and T. Harry Williams -- gathered at a Northwestern University
symposium to debate and commemorate this transforming event in American history. Originally published in 1964, Grant,
Lee, Lincoln and the Radicals assembles their conference papers into one small volume that has become a giant in Civil
War studies. Catton provides a brief but brilliant summary and assessment of Ulysses S. Grant's Civil War career and
Roland does the same for Robert E. Lee's. The essays by Donald and Williams continue the historians' running debate
on the relationship between Abraham Lincoln and the Radical Republicans. With an informative new introduction by
Joseph T. Glatthaar and a new preface by Grady McWhiney, Grant, Lee, Lincoln and the Radicals continues to shape
and illuminate the scholarship on these central Civil War figures.
The American Civil War has been the subject of thousands of books and articles, but only a small fraction of this literature
examines the impact of the war on society and on the lives of the participants. This volume of essays, which focuses on
the North, is intended as an initial reconnaissance by social historians into the study of the Civil War. The first essay,
'Have Social Historians Lost the Civil War?' places the war in the broader context of other American wars by comparing
casualty rates. The essay also examines rates of enlistment for the North and the South, and the significance of pensions
for Union soldiers and their windows. Subsequent essays look at the support for the war in small towns; the influence of
nineteenth-century values and culture on Union soldiers; the nature and role of large-scale relief efforts for soldiers in
Philadelphia; and the impact of the war on the politics of Chicago. The final two essays discuss the continuing importance
of the war for its survivors: one by looking at those who joined the major national organization of Union veterans; and the
other by studying the impact of the Civil War on Union widows in three Northern towns. Taken together, the essays
demonstrate the need for historians to rediscover the impact of the Civil War on nineteenth-century society.
In this “urgently relevant”* collection featuring the landmark essay “The Case for Reparations,” the National Book
Award–winning author of Between the World and Me “reflects on race, Barack Obama’s presidency and its jarring
aftermath”*—including the election of Donald Trump. New York Times Bestseller • Finalist for the PEN/Jean Stein Book
Award, the Los Angeles Times Book Prize, and the Dayton Literary Peace Prize Named One of the Best Books of the
Year by The New York Times • USA Today • Time • Los Angeles Times • San Francisco Chronicle • Essence • O: The
Oprah Magazine • The Week • Kirkus Reviews *Kirkus Reviews (starred review) “We were eight years in power” was
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the lament of Reconstruction-era black politicians as the American experiment in multiracial democracy ended with the
return of white supremacist rule in the South. In this sweeping collection of new and selected essays, Ta-Nehisi Coates
explores the tragic echoes of that history in our own time: the unprecedented election of a black president followed by a
vicious backlash that fueled the election of the man Coates argues is America’s “first white president.” But the story of
these present-day eight years is not just about presidential politics. This book also examines the new voices, ideas, and
movements for justice that emerged over this period—and the effects of the persistent, haunting shadow of our nation’s
old and unreconciled history. Coates powerfully examines the events of the Obama era from his intimate and revealing
perspective—the point of view of a young writer who begins the journey in an unemployment office in Harlem and ends it
in the Oval Office, interviewing a president. We Were Eight Years in Power features Coates’s iconic essays first
published in The Atlantic, including “Fear of a Black President,” “The Case for Reparations,” and “The Black Family in
the Age of Mass Incarceration,” along with eight fresh essays that revisit each year of the Obama administration through
Coates’s own experiences, observations, and intellectual development, capped by a bracingly original assessment of the
election that fully illuminated the tragedy of the Obama era. We Were Eight Years in Power is a vital account of modern
America, from one of the definitive voices of this historic moment.
Around the world politicians and intellectuals seek to restore civil society by cultivating stronger public ethics and social
institutions. This text presents classic writings of leading scholars and organizers who have brought the civil society
debate to the forefront.
Designed to encourage critical thinking about history, the Major Problems series introduces students to both primary
sources and analytical essays on important topics in US history. This text, designed to be the primary anthology for the
introductory survey course, covers the span of the Civil War. The Third Edition, with new co-author Amy Taylor, includes
a new chapter on Lincoln and Davis as military leaders, reorganized home front chapters, and many new documents and
essays reflecting the latest scholarship. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This collection of nine original essays provides a rich new understanding of Connecticut’s vital role in the Civil War. The
book’s nine chapters address an array of individual topics that together weave an intricate fabric depicting the state’s
involvement in this tumultuous period of American history. In-depth examinations of subjects as diverse as the abolitionist
movement in Windham County, the shipbuilding industry in Mystic, and post-traumatic stress disorder in Connecticut
veterans serve as an excellent companion to Matthew Warshauer’s earlier book on the subject, Connecticut in the
American Civil War: Slavery, Sacrifice, and Survival. Contributors include David C. W. Batch, Luke G. Boyd, James E.
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Brown, Michael Conlin, Emily E. Gifford, Todd Jones, Diana Moraco, Carol Patterson-Martineau, and Michael Sturges.
Ebook Edition Note: 6 illustrations have been redacted.
The sixteen essays in this volume, all previously unpublished, address the little considered question of the role played by
religion in the American Civil War. The authors show that religion, understood in its broadest context as a culture and
community of faith, was found wherever the war was found. Comprising essays by such scholars as Elizabeth FoxGenovese, Drew Gilpin Faust, Mark Noll, Reid Mitchell, Harry Stout, and Bertram Wyatt-Brown, and featuring an
afterword by James McPherson, this collection marks the first step towards uncovering this crucial yet neglected aspect
of American history.
The limits of history -- Liberal society -- Civilized nations -- Moral persons -- Nation making -- Adam Smith, moral historian
-- National destinies -- War and peace in the New World -- The North and the nation -- The South and the nation.
The contemporary perspectives - fiction, first-hand accounts, reportage and photographs - found in the pages of this
collection give a unique insight into the experiences and suffering of those affected by the American Civil War. The
essays and recollections detail some of the earliest attempts by medical professionals to understand and help the
wounded, and look at how writers and poets were influenced by their own involvement as nurses, combatants and
observers. So alongside the medical observations of figures such as Silas Weir Mitchell and William Keen, you'll find
memoirs of writers including Louisa May Alcott, Ambrose Bierce and Walt Whitman. By presenting the wide range of
frequently traumatic experiences by writers, medical staff, and of course the often ignored common foot soldiers on both
sides, this volume will complement the older emphasis on military history and will appeal to readers of the evolution of
medicine, of the literature the time, of social anthropology, and of the whole complex issue of how the war was
represented and debated from many different perspectives. While a century and a half of developments in medicine,
social care and science mean that the level of support and technology available to amputees is now incomparable to that
in the mid-nineteenth century, the insights into the lives and thoughts of those devastated by psychological traumas,
complex emotions and difficulties in adjusting to life after limb loss remain just as relevant today. Phenomena explored in
the book, such as 'Phantom Limb Syndrome', continue to be the subject of medical and academic research in the twentyfirst century.
“It is well that war is so terrible,” Robert E. Lee reportedly said, “or we would grow too fond of it.” The essays collected
here make the case that we have grown too fond of it, and therefore we must make the war terrible again. Taking a
“freakonomics” approach to Civil War studies, each contributor uses a seemingly unusual story, incident, or
phenomenon to cast new light on the nature of the war itself. Collectively the essays remind us that war is always about
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damage, even at its most heroic and even when certain people and things deserve to be damaged. Here then is not only
the grandness of the Civil War but its more than occasional littleness. Here are those who profited by the war and those
who lost by it—and not just those who lost all save their honor, but those who lost their honor too. Here are the cowards,
the coxcombs, the belles, the deserters, and the scavengers who hung back and so survived, even thrived. Here are dark
topics like torture, hunger, and amputation. Here, in short, is war.
This text traces the history of the civil rights movement in the years following World War II, to the present day. Issues
discussed the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Voting Rights of 1965, and the Northern Ireland ghetto's.
Inexpensive but substantial anthology begins with Thoreau's 19th-century essay and concludes in the present day.
Contributors include Tolstoy, Bertrand Russell, Martin Luther King, Jr., Dalai Lama, Aung San Suu Kyi, others.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER • NAMED ONE OF TIME’S TEN BEST
NONFICTION BOOKS OF THE DECADE • PULITZER PRIZE FINALIST • NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE
AWARD FINALIST • ONE OF OPRAH’S “BOOKS THAT HELP ME THROUGH” • NOW AN HBO ORIGINAL SPECIAL
EVENT Hailed by Toni Morrison as “required reading,” a bold and personal literary exploration of America’s racial
history by “the most important essayist in a generation and a writer who changed the national political conversation about
race” (Rolling Stone) NAMED ONE OF THE MOST INFLUENTIAL BOOKS OF THE DECADE BY CNN • NAMED ONE
OF PASTE’S BEST MEMOIRS OF THE DECADE • NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The
New York Times Book Review • O: The Oprah Magazine • The Washington Post • People • Entertainment Weekly •
Vogue • Los Angeles Times • San Francisco Chronicle • Chicago Tribune • New York • Newsday • Library Journal •
Publishers Weekly In a profound work that pivots from the biggest questions about American history and ideals to the
most intimate concerns of a father for his son, Ta-Nehisi Coates offers a powerful new framework for understanding our
nation’s history and current crisis. Americans have built an empire on the idea of “race,” a falsehood that damages us
all but falls most heavily on the bodies of black women and men—bodies exploited through slavery and segregation, and,
today, threatened, locked up, and murdered out of all proportion. What is it like to inhabit a black body and find a way to
live within it? And how can we all honestly reckon with this fraught history and free ourselves from its burden? Between
the World and Me is Ta-Nehisi Coates’s attempt to answer these questions in a letter to his adolescent son. Coates
shares with his son—and readers—the story of his awakening to the truth about his place in the world through a series of
revelatory experiences, from Howard University to Civil War battlefields, from the South Side of Chicago to Paris, from
his childhood home to the living rooms of mothers whose children’s lives were taken as American plunder. Beautifully
woven from personal narrative, reimagined history, and fresh, emotionally charged reportage, Between the World and Me
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clearly illuminates the past, bracingly confronts our present, and offers a transcendent vision for a way forward.
A Book that Transformed America “Friendship is first, Friendship last. But it is equally impossible to forget our Friends,
and to make them answer to our ideal.”- Civil Disobedience, Henry David Thoreau Civil Disobedience was Thoreau's first
published book and continues to transform American discourse. It is unusual for its symbolism and structure, its criticism
of Christian institutions, and its many-layered storytelling. This Xist Classics edition has been professionally formatted for
e-readers with a linked table of contents. This eBook also contains a bonus book club leadership guide and discussion
questions. We hope you’ll share this book with your friends, neighbors and colleagues and can’t wait to hear what you
have to say about it. Xist Publishing is a digital-first publisher. Xist Publishing creates books for the touchscreen
generation and is dedicated to helping everyone develop a lifetime love of reading, no matter what form it takes.
New developments in Civil War scholarship owe much to removal of artificial divides by historians seeking to explore the
connections between the home front and the battlefield. Indeed, scholars taking a holistic view of the war have
contributed to our understanding of the social complexities of emancipation—of freedom in a white republic—and the
multifaceted experiences of both civilians and soldiers. Given these accomplishments, research focusing on military
history prompts prominent and recurring debates among Civil War historians. Critics of traditional military history see it as
old-fashioned, too technical, or irrelevant to the most important aspects of the war. Proponents of this area of study view
these criticisms as a misreading of its nature and potential to illuminate the war. The collected essays in Upon the Fields
of Battle bridge this intellectual divide, demonstrating how historians enrich Civil War studies by approaching the period
through the specific but nonetheless expansive lens of military history. Drawing together contributions from Keith Altavilla,
Robert L. Glaze, John J. Hennessy, Earl J. Hess, Brian Matthew Jordan, Kevin M. Levin, Brian D. McKnight, Jennifer M.
Murray, and Kenneth W. Noe, editors Andrew S. Bledsoe and Andrew F. Lang present an innovative volume that deeply
integrates and analyzes the ideas and practices of the military during the Civil War. Furthermore, by grounding this
collection in both traditional and pioneering methodologies, the authors assess the impact of this field within the social,
political, and cultural contexts of Civil War studies. Upon the Fields of Battle reconceives traditional approaches to
subjects like battles and battlefields, practice and policy, command and culture, the environment, the home front, civilians
and combatants, atrocity and memory, revealing a more balanced understanding of the military aspects of the Civil
War’s evolving history.
With distrust between the political parties running deep and Congress divided, the government of the United States goes
to war. The war is waged without adequately preparing the means to finance it or readying suitable contingency plans to
contend with its unanticipated complications. The executive branch suffers from managerial confusion and in-fighting.
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The military invades a foreign country, expecting to be greeted as liberators, but encounters stiff, unwelcome resistance.
The conflict drags on longer than predicted. It ends rather inconclusively—or so it seems in its aftermath. Sound familiar?
This all happened two hundred years ago. What So Proudly We Hailed looks at the War of 1812 in part through the lens
of today's America. On the bicentennial of that formative yet largely forgotten period in U.S. history, this provocative book
asks: What did Americans learn—and not learn—from the experience? What instructive parallels and distinctions can be
drawn with more recent events? How did it shape the nation? Exploring issues ranging from party politics to sectional
schisms, distant naval battles to the burning of Washington, and citizens' civil liberties to the fate of Native Americans
caught in the struggle, these essays speak to the complexity and unpredictability of a war that many assumed would be
brief and straightforward. What emerges is a revealing perspective on a problematic "war of choice"—the nation's first, but
one with intriguing implications for others, including at least one in the present century. Although the War of 1812 may
have faded from modern memory, the conflict left important legacies, both in its immediate wake and in later years. In its
own time, the war was transformative. To this day, however, some of the fundamental challenges that confronted U.S.
policymakers two centuries ago still resonate. How much should a free society regularly invest in national defense?
Should the expense be defrayed through new taxes? Is it possible for profound partisan disagreements to stop "at the
water's edge"? What are the constitutional limits of executive powers in wartime? How, exactly, should the government
treat dissenters, especially when many are suspected of giving aid and comfort to an enemy? As Americans continue to
reflect on their country and its role in the world, these questions remain as relevant now as they were then.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the
body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface.
We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
Featuring critical and biographical portraits of notable figures of the American Civil War, Patriotic Gore remains one of
Edmund Wilson's greatest achievements. Considered one of the 100 Best Nonfiction books by The Modern Library.
Figures discussed include Harriet Beecher Stowe, Abraham Lincoln, Ulysses S. Grant, William Tecumseh Sherman, and
Oliver Wendell Holmes, among many others.
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This volume of pioneering essays brings together an impressive array of well-established and emerging historians from
Europe and the United States whose common endeavor is to situate America’s Civil War within the wider framework of
global history. These essays view the American conflict through a fascinating array of topical prisms that will take readers
beyond the familiar themes of U. S. Civil War history. They will also take readers beyond the national boundaries that
typically confine our understanding of this momentous conflict. The history of America’s Civil War has typically been
interpreted within a familiar national narrative focusing on the internal discord between North and South over the future of
slavery in the United States.
Clarence Seward Darrow (/?dro?/; April 18, 1857 - March 13, 1938) was an American lawyer, leading member of the
American Civil Liberties Union, and prominent advocate for Georgist economic reform.
In a heart-wrenching, candid autobiography, a human rights activist offers a firsthand account of war from the perspective
of a former child soldier, detailing the violent civil war that wracked his native Sierra Leone and the government forces
that transformed a gentle young boy into a killer as a member of the army. 75,000 first printing.
A New Yorker staff writer examines the origins of dozens of writings, speeches and other printed pieces from American
history--from paper ballots and I.O.U.s to the Constitution and Thomas Paine's Common Sense to Edgar Allan Poe's
"The Raven" to Barack Obama's 2009 inaugural address.
Three essays present an introduction and history of the emancipation of the slaves during the Civil War.
"""The Yellow Wallpaper"" is a short story by American writer Charlotte Perkins Gilman, first published in January 1892 in
The New England Magazine.[1] It is regarded as an important early work of American feminist literature, due to its
illustration of the attitudes towards mental and physical health of women in the 19th century.Narrated in the first person,
the story is a collection of journal entries written by a woman whose physician husband (John) has rented an old mansion
for the summer. Forgoing other rooms in the house, the couple moves into the upstairs nursery. As a form of treatment,
the unnamed woman is forbidden from working, and is encouraged to eat well and get plenty of air, so she can
recuperate from what he calls a ""temporary nervous depression - a slight hysterical tendency"", a diagnosis common to
women during that period"
In The Battlefield and Beyond leading Civil War historians explore a tragic part of our nation's history though the lenses of
race, gender, leadership, politics, and memory. The essays in this strong collection shed new light on the defining issues
of the Civil War era. Orville Vernon Burton, Leonne M. Hudson, and Daniel E. Sutherland delve into the master-slave
relationship, the role of blacks in the army, and the nature of southern violence. Herman Hattaway, Paul D. Escott, and
Judith F. Gentry offer innovative perspectives on the influential leadership of President Jefferson Davis, LieutenantPage 7/10
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General Stephen D. Lee, and General Edmund Kirby Smith. Other contributors consider politicians and the public:
Michael J. Connolly and Clayton E. Jewett investigate how despotism contributed to Confederate defeat; David E. Kyvig
and Alan M. Kraut examine the war's impact on the Constitution and racial relationships with Jews; and Bertram WyattBrown, Kenneth Nivison, and Emory M. Thomas discuss the critical function of memory in our understanding of Lincoln's
assassination. The essays in The Battlefield and Beyond consider the fundamental issue of the Confederacy's failure and
military defeat but also expose our nation's continuing struggles with race, individual rights, terrorism, and the economy.
Collectively, this distinguished group of historians reveals that 150 years after the nation's most defining conflict its
consequences still resonate.
This collection focuses on conceptions of the unfamiliar from the viewpoint of mainstream American history: aliens,
immigrants, ethnic groups, and previously unencountered ideas and ideologies in Trumpian America. The book suggests
bringing historical thinking back to the center of American Studies, given that it has been recently challenged by the
influential memory studies boom. As much as identity-building appears to be the central concern for much of the current
practice in American history writing, it is worth keeping in mind that historical truth may not always directly contribute to
one's identity-building. The researcher’s constant quest for truth does not equate to already possessing it. History
changes all the time, because it consists of our constant reinterpretation of the past. It is only the past that does not
change. This collection aims at keeping these two apart, while scrutinizing a variety of contested topics in American
history, from xenophobic attitudes toward eighteenth-century university professors, Apache masculinity, Ku Klux Klan,
Tom Waits's lyrics, and the politics of the Trump era.
This book examines the rhetoric of the Founding Fathers, activists, presidents, and contemporary actors who play a large
role in helping to define American civil religion. It demonstrates how America’s civil religion is forged through
contestations of its beliefs, rituals, places, events, and myths by different groups and individuals.
Presents three essays by distinguished scholars.
Clarifies the reasons why the first attempt to secure meaningful civil liberties occurred in the World War I era.
American Civil Wars takes readers beyond the battlefields and sectional divides of the U.S. Civil War to view the conflict
from outside the national arena of the United States. Contributors position the American conflict squarely in the context of
a wider transnational crisis across the Atlantic world, marked by a multitude of civil wars, European invasions and
occupations, revolutionary independence movements, and slave uprisings—all taking place in the tumultuous decade of
the 1860s. The multiple conflicts described in these essays illustrate how the United States' sectional strife was caught
up in a larger, complex struggle in which nations and empires on both sides of the Atlantic vied for the control of the
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future. These struggles were all part of a vast web, connecting not just Washington and Richmond but also Mexico City,
Havana, Santo Domingo, and Rio de Janeiro and--on the other side of the Atlantic--London, Paris, Madrid, and Rome.
This volume breaks new ground by charting a hemispheric upheaval and expanding Civil War scholarship into the realms
of transnational and imperial history. American Civil Wars creates new connections between the uprisings and civil wars
in and outside of American borders and places the United States within a global context of other nations. Contributors:
Matt D. Childs, University of South Carolina Anne Eller, Yale University Richard Huzzey, University of Liverpool Howard
Jones, University of Alabama Patrick J. Kelly, University of Texas at San Antonio Rafael de Bivar Marquese, University of
Sao Paulo Erika Pani, College of Mexico Hilda Sabato, University of Buenos Aires Steve Sainlaude, University of Paris IV
Sorbonne Christopher Schmidt-Nowara, Tufts University Jay Sexton, University of Oxford
Sewell at the University of Wisconsin - Madison, address two major themes: the politics of sectional conflict prior to the
Civil War, illuminated through ideological and institutional inquiry; and the central importance of race, slavery, and
emancipation in shaping American political culture and social memory.
Essays, letters, and speeches consider Black feminism, education, and the nature of poetry, as well as the problems of
ghetto school systems, police violence, and radical riots
During the Battle of Perryville, fought in Kentucky in October 1862, participants experienced an unusual phenomenon known as an
"acoustic shadow": this peculiar combination of wind and terrain muffled the sounds of the fighting in such a manner that nearby
soldiers were unaware that the battle was even taking place. As the editors of this pioneering collection of essays observe, a
figurative acoustic shadow has long fallen on the study of the Civil War in Appalachia. Regional stereotypes, cursory
generalizations, and a neglect of geographic context have too often replaced detailed analysis and innovative interpretation.
Much has been written about place and Civil War memory, but how do we personally remember and commemorate this part of our
collective past? How do battlefields and other historic places help us understand our own history? What kinds of places are worth
remembering and why? In this collection of essays, some of the most esteemed historians of the Civil War select a single
meaningful place related to the war and narrate its significance. Included here are meditations on a wide assortment of
places--Devil's Den at Gettysburg, Hollywood Cemetery in Richmond, the statue of William T. Sherman in New York's Central
Park, Burnside Bridge at Antietam, the McLean House in Appomattox, and more. Paired with a contemporary photograph
commissioned specifically for this book, each essay offers an unusual and accessible glimpse into how historians think about their
subjects. In addition to the editors, contributors include Edward L. Ayers, Stephen Berry, William A. Blair, David W. Blight, Peter S.
Carmichael, Frances M. Clarke, Catherine Clinton, Stephen Cushman, Stephen D. Engle, Drew Gilpin Faust, Sarah E. Gardner,
Judith Giesberg, Lesley J. Gordon, A. Wilson Greene, Caroline E. Janney, Jacqueline Jones, Ari Kelman, James Marten, Carol
Reardon, Aaron Sheehan-Dean, Brenda E. Stevenson, Elizabeth R. Varon, and Joan Waugh.
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This volume offers some of the most important scholarship on the American Civil War to appear in the past few decades, including
compelling information and insights into subjects ranging from the organization of armies and historiography, to the use of
intelligence and the challenges faced by civil and military leaders.
This collection of outstanding essays in the history of early American law is designed to meet the demand for a basic introduction
to the literature of colonial and early United States law. Eighteen essays from historical and legal journals by outstanding
authorities explore the major themes in American legal history from colonial beginnings to the early nineteenth century. Originally
published in 1969. A UNC Press Enduring Edition -- UNC Press Enduring Editions use the latest in digital technology to make
available again books from our distinguished backlist that were previously out of print. These editions are published unaltered from
the original, and are presented in affordable paperback formats, bringing readers both historical and cultural value.
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